It is demonstrated that the planar reorientation of a free-free beam in zero gravity space can be accomplished by periodically changing the shape of the beam using internal actuators. A control scheme is proposed in which electromechanical actuators excite the flexible motioon of the beam so that it rotates in the desired manner with respect to a fixed inertial reference. The results can be viewed as an extension of previous work to a distributed parameter case.
Introduction
Following [8] , we introduce the concept of a deformable body, for which distances between the points of the body can chante during the motion. Examples of deformable bodies include both lumped and distributed parameter systems such as multilmk ri$id body interconnections and structures with distributed fexibility. The orientation of a deformable body with respect to a fixed inertial reference can be specified by a choice of body frame. In general, there are many ways to choose a body frame. For example, in the case of planar motion a body frame can be identified with any two distinct points in the body. The shape of a deformable body can be specified in terms of the position of the body relative to the body frame. Thus, an arbitrary motion of a deformable body can be separated into rigid body motion and shape change.
Assume that both linear and angular momenta about the center of mass of the body are conserved and equal to zero. These conditions hold if the body is in a circular orbit around the Earth or is in a free fall. As a consequence of angular momentum conservation, shape change and the rigid body motion are coupled. This coupling is inherently nonlinear. In particular, one may be interested in inducing a rotation of a deformable body with respect to a fixed inertial reference by periodically changing the shape of the body with internal (momenta preserving) actuators. Reorientation strategies for lumped parameter mechanical systems have been extensively studied in the literature [4, 5, 7, 8] . Reorientation schemes based on the use of internal actuators require a minimal use of fuiel to achieve the desired reorientation maneuver. In this paper we extend the aforementioned reorientation strategies to the case of flexible bodies. In particular, we are interested in a planar reorientation of a free-free beam in space using only electromechanical actuators. These electromechanical actuators, e.g. piezoelectric or shape memory actuators, do not change the angular momentum of the freefree beam but can be used to change the shape of the beam in a periodic way. Assuming that the angular momentum of the beam is always zero, oscillations in the shape of the beam can cause a rotation of the beam with respect to a fixed inertial reference. The rotation of the beam over one period depends only on the shape of the beam over one period and does not depend on the length of the period; hence this phenomenon is referred to as a geometric phase change. The extension of existing strategies to the free-free beam case is not straightforward for several reasons. Classical models of uniform free-free flexible beams in zero gravity space result in complete decoupling of rigid body motion and flexible motion. Higher order nonlinear coupling between rigid body motion and flexible motion is captured in geometrically exact beam theories [9] . The resulting models, however, are complicated. The free-free beam is an infinite dimensional superarticulated system. Thus, an arbitrary shape change cannot be produced by a finite number of actuators. In addition, the body frame of the beam needs to be chosen so that the shape change is independent of the rigid body motion. Such a choice of body frame is natural for lumped parameter systems since variables specifying orientation are ignorable.
In this paper, we first address basic modeling issues. The dynamics which determine the shape of the free-free beam are assumed to be characterized by the Euler-Bernoulli equation, including material damping, with appropriate boundary conditions. The higher order coupling between the rigid body motion and the flexible motion is captured using the an&ular momentum expression which includes rotatory inertia and kinematically exact effects. A control scheme is proposed in which the actuators excite the flexible motion of the beam so that the beam rotates in the desired sense. Since the origin of the inertial frame is fixed at the center of mass of the beam we obtain
Let p denote the constant mass density per unit volume of the beam. We assume that the beam has a symmetric crossection so that the first moment of inertia of the crossection about the line of centroids is
The second moment of inertia of the crossection about the line of centroids, referred to as the rotatory iner-
and assumed to be positive. The mass per unit length of the crossection is given by nlo = L p142- (5) separation between the motion which determines the shape of the beam, given by y(s, t), -L < s < LX and the rotation of the beam as a whole, given by 6(t 
Substituting equation (7) into equation (8) and using equations (4) and (5) 
where a = 0 -0 is the angle between the normal (3 to the crossection at s and the reference line.
Assume that the beam is unshearable and inextensible and that the deformations are small. This implies, using equation (2) , that u(s, t) = 0.
We define the angle O(t) between &3 and k so that y(s, t) measured from the reference line satisfies the following orthogonality condition 
The existence of the angle 6(t) follows from the geometry indicated in Fig. 1 Using expressions (6), (10) and (11) in equation (9) we obtain a= I-fL 2ytsds r + ff Lmoy2ds We are now in a position to formulate a specific control strategy to accomplish the desired asymptotic maneuver. Starting at rest with O(to) = 00 application of control law (19) results in a nonzero geometric phase change over one period. By repetition of cycles of motion as many times as necessary the beam can be caused to rotate closer and closer to Od As O(t) approach d we can reduce the amplitude of the oscillations to zero in a way so that O(t) -Od as t --N0.
The proposed control law is of the form vj(t) =ek [V39 + V cos(wt)],j= , ..., ns, (23) where 2(k1)rp < t to < 2kp k 12,...; that is-, the control excitation is an amplitude modulated function, where .9, V' are constants and 6k denotes the scalar amplitude modulation sequence that defines the control excitation on the k-th cycle. Each cycle is exactly p periods. The constants w, V9, i3 can be chosen nearly arbitrary, although one approach is to choose u3, {3 to maximize geometric phase expression (22) where ai, 1j, ¢i, i = 1,..., are related to V3, j`,j = 1,...,m according to expressions (20) and (17), and 139 X y' are constrained in norm. In terms of v°, V,,j = 1,... m this is a constrained mathematical programming problem which is linear in 13 (for fixed v ) and quadratic in 3' (for fixed 13]). We will subsequently denote the maximum value of this constrained optimization problem as AO.
The modulation sequence ek+l is defined in terms of an average of O(t), over the k-th cycle, that is ave = 4 (max0(t) ± min0(t)) (24) where the maximum and minimum are over 2(w1)rp < t-to < 2krp We also introduce two auxilary variables 90VC = 0o and co = sign( Figure 3 . 
